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Introduction
On July 20, 1969, the first two humans walked
on the surface of the moon, with one of them
remarking, “That’s one small step for [a] man,
one giant leap for mankind”. Nearly 50 years later
NASA declares, “we are going to the moon—to
stay”, heralding the delivery of permanent tech
to the lunar surface by private companies. We
have to wonder, how do monumental feats of
achievement like these occur?
It all begins with inspiration. Someone pointed
at the largest visible object in the sky and said,
“we’re going there”. Next comes the strategy—
countless teams planned and executed their
small part, measuring progress along the way.
Your company is probably not going to have the
400,000 engineers, scientists and technicians
who helped accomplish the moon landings,
and you may not be able to point at the moon
to inspire. But you can make the seemingly
impossible happen with a process called
Objectives and Key Results (OKRs).
Thanks to tech giants like Intel and Google, and
John Doerr’s book, Measure What Matters, many
are now familiar with this framework for defining
and tracking the highest leverage business
priorities and their outcomes.
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Objectives are what the organization, team, or
individual wants to accomplish, and are typically
qualitative and time-bound. The Key Results
are concrete, specific, and measurable, and
describe how you’ll accomplish the Objective.
The objective is the what, and the key results are
the how, where, and when.
As a company leader, your job is to create the
what—a clear vision for everyone to align with
to achieve success. Without vision, your people
are basically walking around in a fog. They may
be “moving needles”, but without your vision as a
leader, they cannot possibly hope to contribute
in a meaningful way to a prosperous quarter or
year for your company.
Whatever your version of landing on the moon,
this book is designed to help you get there. It’s a
resource for managers at all levels to implement
the company-wide objectives established
by leadership. We’ve included details for
working with every employee so that they have
measurable objectives that impact the entire
company each quarter of the year.
The process of creating, measuring, and learning
from OKRs can seem deceptively simple, but it
doesn’t have to be overly complicated either.
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Here are just a handful of
questions you’ll encounter:
• How many company-wide, team, and individual

objectives should we have?
• Will objectives be rigid or can they be adjusted

during the quarter to match business needs?
• How will we track our OKRs company-wide?
• Should they be aspirational based (ambitious

stretch goals) or commitment based
(designed as a way to track progress, with
100% completion required)?

Each business is different, with a unique culture,
business model, and leadership philosophy. In
this eBook we’ll discuss OKRs as part of your
larger performance management strategy, share
the latest research so that you can determine
why a particular course is right for you, and we’ll
share rollout strategies and best practices.

OKRs can benefit any business
enterprise, but how exactly can
they help yours?

• Can OKRs be used to determine promotions

and salary increases?
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I. Preparing for Launch
The practice of OKRs was invented at Intel in

In The Seven Habits of Highly Effective People,

the 1970s as the company pivoted to create

Steven Covey provided the analogy of placing

computer processors instead of memory

rocks into a jar. Just like the workday, the jar has

chips. Managers across the various teams

limited space. When people begin with the sand

used OKRs to prioritize quarterly goals for

and pebbles (the small tasks), they will not have

employees that were aligned with Intel’s

room for the large rocks (the more important,

greater company goals. By the time the

time-consuming tasks). To make everything fit,

personal computer revolution began, Intel

Covey suggests putting the rocks in first, then the

was using OKRs to become one of the world’s

pebbles, sand and water. Starting the day with the

largest manufacturers of microprocessors.

most important tasks first allows for plenty of time
for all the smaller, less important things.

Today, most of Silicon Valley uses the OKR
model as a way to quantify what they are

The same logic is applied to each quarter of the

working on and measure their ability to

year. Focus only on 1-3 major objectives that are

achieve those goals. The main idea is to

aligned with the company goals, because the

prioritize larger, more important goals and

path to success lies in clarifying and finding the

then focus on the finer details.

leverage.
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Company OKRs

Objectives & Key Results
for Each Department
OKRs for Each
Individual Employee

Benefits of creating OKRs
F OR C E O’S
• Goal focused company alignment: align with
your leadership team on top priorities and
highest leverage activities each quarter
• Fit Objectives into company vision, mission,
and values to motivate your company with

The OKR process basically
works like this:

purpose
• Visibility into company, department and
individual progress, wins, and roadblocked
areas

• The company sets 3-5 objectives at the

beginning of each period.
• Each team sets 1-3 objectives that are aligned

with the overarching company ones.
• Each employee sets 1-3 objectives and key

results for each objective, aligned with team
and company goals.
• Employees and managers gain mutual

agreement on set OKRs as stretch goals that
are not easily achievable and are not tied to
performance evaluations.
• Employees evaluate goals (score them) at

the end of each quarter (Targets set by the
company can be between 50-70% success for
aspirational OKRs or 100% for commitmentbased OKRs.)
• Employees and managers decide whether

employees should continue incomplete
objectives (which only occurs if they are still
important to the business).
• During a quarterly review, celebrate the wins

F OR MA N AGE RS
• Keep your team focused, inspired, and aligned
by providing context and direction and setting
top priorities each quarter
• Increase growth mindset, focus on progress
over results, and use goal setting and
achievement as learning opportunities
• Improve manager feedback through objective
focused management

F OR T E A M ME MB E RS
• Feel more purpose by aligning individual goals to
company goals to see how individual work drives
company goals forward
• Visibility into company priorities, updates, and
changes that impact individual work
• Identify skills gaps and create learning goals to
keep growth and development front and center
• Increase accountability through transparent
Objectives

and learn from the failures.
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II. Fitting OKRs into your performance
management strategy
Every company has metrics and KPIs in place to

work performance. Together these two practices

regularly observe and measure performance, but

offer managers an elegant solution for receiving

when it comes to assessing people, quantitative

employee feedback and responding in a way that

analysis is only half the story. The other half

re-aligns employees with their quarterly objectives.

of analyzing employee performance and team
dynamics involves listening to employees to get
a complete picture of the health of a peoplecentered organization.
Managers often look at data in a vacuum instead of
taking a step back to see what employee behaviors
influenced them. It can be dangerous to run a
business by removing the story of what’s really
going on and why, from the numbers you see.
The OKRs platform is meant to be used in tandem
with a Weekly Check-in that provides visibility into
the world of each employee. Managers can uncover

[Performance
management] practices
are mutually reinforcing:
implementing one practice
well can have a positive
effect on the performance
of others and leads to more
effective performance
management overall.

employee “ challenges so that they can offer
support, and even find out what’s going on in an

Source: McKinsey & Company

employee’s personal life that might be affecting
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To paraphrase the Scottish poet Andrew Lang,
don’t use data as a drunken man uses a lamp post
– for support rather than illumination. Without
supplementing the numbers with context, leaders
are just guessing about the future of their company.
Company leaders who communicate with employees
to discover their challenges and ideas are better
equipped to take specific action to remedy ailments
like low output. Managers need to hear the in-depth
story behind performance issues or see what is
working so that you can replicate it elsewhere in the
company.
The quantitative by itself only provides half the
picture, but when managers have conversations
early enough, so much can be addressed before
breakdown. When people can share openly because
they don’t feel that their jobs are at risk, managers
learn where they are struggling beyond their
capacity and become aware of the things that need
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improvement before it’s too late.
Standalone Objective tracking is insufficient for
producing strong results. To be most effective,
OKRs muse be part of a complete performance
management system that includes a Weekly
Check-in and 1-on-1 Meetings.
By asking the right questions every week,
managers obtain deeper insight into the
motivations, distractions and other issues that
influence or hinder results:
• Managers can see where employees are

challenged and offer just enough support to
allow them to grow into their roles and achieve
their goals.
• Employees have the opportunity to

share triumphs and be acknowledged by
management. Acknowledgements help
motivate employees to perform and boosts
morale.
15FIVE.COM

• Managers can quickly and easily discover

misalignments and make weekly course
corrections.
Check-ins are not just about information gathering,
but also aid in the establishment of trust. Asking
team-members “How do you feel?” or “Where are
you challenged?”, elicits valuable information like, “I
am stressed because we re-oriented departmental
procedures and it feels like there are still gaping
holes in our new process”, or “I am getting run down
and can’t do my best work”.
Managers can then respond to employee needs
before the issues get out of hand.
When company leaders connect performance
on key Objectives with communication, they tap
into the human element of performance. People
move naturally towards doing their best work and
becoming their best selves.
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Mihaly Csikszentmihalyi wrote in his bestselling
book Flow: The Psychology of Optimal Experience,
“The more a job resembles a game - with variety,
appropriate and flexible challenges, clear goals
and immediate feedback -- the more enjoyable
it will be regardless of the worker’s level of
development”. Set goals, measure them, and then
have the conversations to replicate triumphs and
remediate challenges.
Gallup shows that only 34% of employees
strongly agree that their manager knows of
the projects or tasks they’re currently working
on. When managers keep track of goals and
key performance projects and milestones, the
feedback they provide improves. In the Check-in,
managers move beyond results and through the
use of questions, blend qualitative feedback into
the OKR process. During 1-on-1s managers obtain
deeper insight into their team members’ work and
the factors that influence or hinder progress.
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Which OKR system should you use? Aspirational or commitment based?
Google is known for setting overly ambitious
objectives, and many companies followed suit.
Other organizations use a different strategy by
having teams and employees set more attainable
objectives and use OKRs as a method for goal
tracking. Success will then be benchmarked by 90100% completion, rather than 60-70%.
We recommend that companies decouple stretch
Objectives from pay decisions, and when assessing
performance for compensation decisions, to use
data from as many objective performance measures
as possible, including both behaviors and results. For
example, for sales, measure calls made and revenue
growth. For managers, measure team results and
employee retention and promotion rates. Overall,
Objectives should be used for establishing direction
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and setting a context for work that motivates
employees by linking their efforts to company
priorities, thereby imbuing high leverage tasks
with greater purpose and meaning.
A N OT E A B OU T C OMP E N SAT I ON

When we talk about Objectives in relation to
Reviews, the most common question we hear is
whether goal completions should be linked to
promotions and pay increases. If goals are high
stretch goals, don’t link them to pay. Research
shows extremely high goals combined with
economic incentives lead to unethical behavior,
since tying rewards to goal achievement can
create a “results at all costs” mentality.
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III. Launching your OKRs1
Company Objectives are instrumental for prioritizing focus areas, directing attention, and ensuring that
everyone is aligned and motivated by contributing to something greater than the self. It may seem like
common sense, but many companies are unclear about their top priorities or don’t communicate them,
thereby losing out on a valuable opportunity to increase performance, engagement, and motivation. Below
we’ll uncover the secret to effective Objective-setting at the company level:

I T A L L STA RTS WITH LE ADE RSHIP.

A strong OKR process starts with the CEO and/

provide context and direction for employees to

or senior leadership team, the people responsible

align their efforts with team and organizational

for setting the direction of the company. Not only

goals. Every company leader must help

to develop yearly and quarterly Objectives, but to

employees connect their work to the deeper

be the chief advocate(s) of the company mission,

purpose, and make sure the entire company

vision, and values. Objectives translate strategy

is informed, aligned, and inspired to focus on

into organizational priorities. Company Objectives

what matters most.
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We recommend that top leadership set company

MOT I VAT E W I T H P U RP OSE .

Objectives first, followed by nested department-

Research from famed professors Richard Ryan
and Edward Deci shows the key to intrinsic
motivation is autonomy, mastery, relatedness
and purpose. Company Objectives are important
because they provide context, which creates
an important line of sight to the higher-level
purpose for people’s work. Three strategic
company Objectives is all it takes.

level Objectives that support the level above, and
then allow team members to align their individual
Objectives with the department and company
Objectives. Gallup research shows employees who
strongly agree that they can link their goals to the
organization’s goals are 3.5 times more likely to
be engaged.

T H E I MP ORTA N C E OF C OL L A B ORAT I VE
EN S URE A L IG N M E NT.

OB J E CT I V E S.

Can you name your companies top three

Most work today is accomplished by teams and
the research support for the benefits of team
goals is very strong. When team members can
create goals together, and see how their work
contributes to the progress of team goals,
performance improves. Collaborative Objectives
enable teams to align and work together to drive
company initiatives forward.

priorities? Only 2% of employees can, even though
executives predicted 64% would be able to do
so. One reason for this disparity is that many
companies set way too many company Objectives
making it hard for employees to keep track.
Morten Hansen, Berkeley management professor
and author of Great at Work, shows that high
performing individuals and companies ‘do less

ST RU CT U RI N G OK RS TO MATC H T H E

and then obsess.’ In other words, business tasks

C OMPA N Y.

should be reduced to the fewest possible metrics,

Organizations (especially larger ones) are
structured in a variety of different ways, which
can add complexity to the process of aligning
employees. Alignment is not just top-down and
typically occurs in 3 ways:
1. Vertical – An individual’s objectives connect
to (and do not conflict with) the objectives of
managers and the team.
2. Company/Mission – An individual can clearly
see the importance of his or her objectives
because they are connected to the company
goals and mission.
3. Horizontal – An individual’s objectives
connect (and do not conflict) across teams.

the fewest goals, the fewest steps, the fewest
pieces. Employees and organizations who chose a
few key priorities and channel tremendous effort
into doing exceptional work in those areas greatly
outperform those who overextend themselves.
CEO’s are encouraged to set and prioritize a
limited 3 to 5 company Objectives.

1 | To guide our OKR philosophy and design, we turned to science
for answers. We examined academic research on all topics related
to performance management and leveraged trustworthy research
from The Center for Evidence Based Management, (CEBMa).
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OKRs case study: LiveIntent
LiveIntent is a people-based marketing technology

accountability. And, with administrative tasks

platform that has transformed email into the

becoming more automated, it would also allow

simplest, most powerful way to market to people

more time for strategic optimization of People

in a mobile-first world. It is changing the way over

Ops processes.

2,000 of the world’s largest brands and publishers
think about email by augmenting everything from

All of the 15Five software features have been

acquisition to attribution while driving incremental

universally accepted, but certain features have

product sales and revenue.

particularly resonated among the group, such
as OKRs:

Abby Hamilton and Caitlin McCann, LiveIntent’s VP
and Manager of People Development, along with

Formalizing objectives allows teams to

LiveIntent’s Business Operations team, recognized

strike a better balance between establishing

the need for improved internal communications

challenging-enough goals and subsequently

during this growth phase.

achieving them. It also improves accountability
in quarterly leadership meetings, in which they

In particular, employees felt out of the loop when it

can celebrate what they’ve just accomplished

came to understanding what other teams were

while setting goals for the following quarter.

working on and how these efforts collectively
laddered up to company goals. Caitlin and the
Business Operations team partnered up and began
their search for a tool to unify everyone around
overarching objectives, provide visibility, and keep
more organized records of performance.
Spurred on by LiveIntent’s CEO, who became
excited about finding new ways to measure
accountability, HR decided to introduce a bona fide

“The ability to document
means you can easily revisit
and have ongoing discussions
about objectives, which is
great from an accountability
perspective.”

OKR system. This would offer greater transparency
into corporate objectives as the basis for that
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A B BY H A MI LTON

VP of People Development, LiveIntent
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IV. Setting individual objectives that motivate
When we refer to Objective-setting, our definition

for them to set learning goals rather than

includes what many people refer to as “goal setting”.

performance goals. Employees should have the

Classic research shows again and again that goals

option to create Learning Objectives to prioritize

are extremely effective at increasing performance

any skills gaps that prohibit them from doing their

and engagement. When individuals set Objectives,

best work.

they consciously decide on the goals they want to
accomplish and within what timeframe, which steers

When it comes to Learning Objectives, specific

behavior, energizes, and directs an employee’s

and challenging goals have a negative effect on

attention. This leads to greater effort, which

performance. Instead, we recommend employees

improves performance. However, not all goals are

set short term and general “do your best” goals

created equal, which is why it’s important to talk

for Learning Objectives. More general learning

about what’s needed for truly effective goal setting:

goals increase the growth mindset, a belief that
abilities are not fixed, because people don’t worry

1 . GOA L S S HOU LD BE ME ANINGFUL .

about failure and instead see goal setting as a

Employees are more motivated to accomplish goals

chance to learn.

that are personally meaningful. To foster intrinsic
motivation in all employees, there should be a

3. T H E P OW E R OF PA RT I C I PAT I ON: S ET A N D

convergence of desires where business and personal

A L I GN GOA L S TOGE T H E R.

needs align. When managers and employees create

Managers have a huge opportunity to increase
employee engagement and motivation by
setting goals together with their team members.
According to Gallup, 30% of employees strongly
agree that their manager involves them in setting
their goals at work, and those who strongly agree
with this statement are 3.6 times more likely
than other employees to be engaged. Employee
participation in goal setting is important because
people won’t fully commit to goals without a voice
in the process. Active participation increases
perceived fairness, specifically by having one’s’
voice heard.

individual Objectives together, they can gauge an
employee’s personal interest in their Objectives
each quarter to ensure high motivation.
2 . LEA RN IN G O BJE CTIV E S FOR GR OWTH &
DEV E L OPM EN T.

Growth and development is a top driver of
engagement for millennials. All employees need to
have a certain level of training, skills, and experience
to accomplish their work, so when employees need
to acquire skills, research shows it’s important
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Employees should set goals with their managers
but never fully alone because the most
important driver of performance comes from the
expectations set by management.
Gallup research also shows employee
productivity increases by 56% on average
when managers are involved in helping
employees align their goals with the needs of
the organization, or overall company purpose.
When employees work with their managers to
both create Objectives and then align them with
the organization’s mission and top priorities,
productivity and engagement soar.

Employees whose manager
involves them in setting their
goals are 3.6x more likely to be
engaged at work.
Employee productivity
increases by 56% when
managers help employees align
their goals with the needs or
purpose of the organization.

A NOTE O N F L EXIBILITY

According to performance management expert, Alan Colquitt, Objectives should be flexible
enough so employees can freely adjust, revise, or even abandon what they’re doing as their work
evolves and as priorities change. Research from Kuvass, Buch & Dysvik, all academics in the field of
organizational psychology, demonstrated a link between lower work performance and people seeing
their goals as unmovable and non-negotiable.
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V. Best practices for writing OKRs
As stated above, leaders must connect people’s work to a deeper purpose—the company mission. While
increasing revenue, adding MQLs, or improving customer NPS by x % are all important places to focus,
most people are driven by impact, not numbers. In other words, the Key Results are measurable and the
Objectives are what’s meaningful and inspirational.
Here are some examples of Objectives
in the most common categories where
a company wants to create impact:

Here are some examples of terrible objectives:
• Interview 5 applicants for Design Lead April 30
• Increase code coverage to 90%

• Recruit & hire phenomenal people to

• Hit 732 ICP leads by end of Q2

take us to the next level (company
growth)

• Build out accurate job descriptions for 75% of our jobs

• Raise the bar on product UX (quality)
• Sustainable repeatable lead

generation (revenue)
• Pay everyone generously for their hard

work (performance)

The first set of examples are great Objectives because
they’re time-bound, qualitative, and meaningful. Words like
“raise the bar” or “phenomenal” are designed to motivate.
In contrast, each of the terrible objectives above is too
quantitative and specific, making them great key results.

Here’s an example of a top-down creation of OKRs:
CO MPA N Y M IS S I ON

Create the Space for People to Become their Greatest Selves
CO MPA N Y O BJECTIVE

Rethink the Product Foundations to Meet Enterprise Needs
TEA M OBJECTIVE

Design a flexible method for customers to categorize and find data
K E Y R ES U LTS
• Have discovered the top 3

pain points from enterprise
customers through interviews
and the annual feedback survey
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• Have validated solution

with engineers and internal
stakeholders with 100%
approval on design

• Have validated the best solution

with 2 customers through
feedback that has 80% avg.
approval on the design
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Tips for stellar OKRs
1

Less is more
Most teams or individuals start out with way
too many OKRs because they believe that’s
what it means to be ambitious. But your
OKRs should never be used to set metrics
that fall under the “business as usual” or
“work as usual” buckets --- it is not a laundry
list of your overall work deliverables. Nor
can a team or company realistically achieve
multiple extremely challenging goals all at
once that pull them in different directions
and confuse them on what matters most.
Get radically focused when creating OKRs.
It is why it is so important to get radically
focused when creating OKRs. Having even
just ONE powerful and hyper-focused
OKR that rallies people to do their best
work and make significant progress in this
area is worth far more than having a halfdozen OKRs spread across various domains
of focus that produce mediocre results
because they lack prioritization.
If your CEO required you to choose - which
OKR would make the most significant
difference to how your company operates?
Which would change the rules of the game
in your industry? Which OKR would really
inspire and challenge your people to do their
best work? Therein lie your answers.
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2

Balance ambition and success
By this we mean balancing Commitmentbased Key Results (where you are
expected to hit 100% of your metric) with
Aspirational-based Key Results (where
you have only 50-70% chance of actually
hitting your metric).
Commitment based metrics are
traditionally how most goal-setting
methodologies have occurred in the past,
and it is still how many organizations
set goals. It can be particularly effective
for certain goals (such as sales goals)
where you really have to hit your quota
to be successful. However, OKRs by and
large ask you to go for the stretch. Why?
Because those who stretch more often
do more. Perhaps more than they ever
imagined possible.
The research for setting stretch goals
goes back to Edwin Locke’s groundbreaking work in the late 1960s that
advocated for setting challenging goals.
So how much does one stretch? A goal
that still has around a 50% chance of
success is a happy medium, since it is
both difficult, but still attainable. Set
something too unattainable and you could
easily get discouraged and give up when
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you are still starting out but repeatedly failing.
Set something too easy and you’ve limited your
potential.
We have found that if you are still fairly new to
setting and using OKRs in your organization, a
good starting place to maintain this balance
is to make one Key Result per Objective be
aspirational in nature. The rest of the Key Results
for that Objective can remain commitmentbased so you can get the satisfaction of having
some successes, in addition to getting used to
stretching more than usual.
3

Watch out for unintended
consequences in the long-term
We see this often when we look at the goals of
organizations starting out with this process. They
set goals that are focused purely on quantitybased metrics or heavily skewed towards only
tracking revenue. But goal-setting should be a
balanced and nuanced process.

For example, if through really hard work
and substantial luck your company
achieves a really ambitious revenue
goal for the year, but your workforce is
burned-out and attrition rates are getting
high, will you really have a viable growth
business left in the following years? If your
new software release has more features
than the competition but is riddled with
bugs, at what point will it start to damage
the reputation of your company?
To avoid unintended consequences, be
sure to counterbalance quantity metrics
with quality metrics and short-term
ambitions with the long-term viability and
desires of your organization. Otherwise
you may find yourself winning the round,
but losing the game.

Burst
This abbreviated primer on Best Practices for creating OKRs was created by Burst Forward, a
consulting and training firm that has helped leadership teams in over a dozen industries with their
annual goal-setting and strategy process, including 15Five customers. If you could use more handson support in implementing the principles mentioned here when creating your company OKRs,
contact Burst Forward.
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VI. Critiques of the system
Not everybody is a fan of objective based management. In this chapter we will address these common
critiques and misunderstandings of OKRs and similar systems:

1

OKRs slow the rate of
performance
Some employees will feel overwhelmed
by the 3 to 5 lofty objectives they set
every quarter, and overwhelm can
cause shut-down. There are a couple of
ways to handle this:
• According to John Doerr, do not

create too many key results. 3
is enough and 6 is the absolute
maximum so as not to risk
overextending the team. Remember
less can be more here.
• Never set any business goal and

simply walk away. Managers have to
check in frequently to ensure that
employees stay on track.
• Go beyond the metrics and ask

qualitative questions. “How are you
doing? What challenges are you
facing? How can I help?”
• Break down quarterly objectives into

weekly or bi-weekly goals. Taking
small bites feels more manageable
and provides a roadmap to
completing the larger objective.
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2

The frequency of OKRs are out of
sync with the pace of the market.
Objectives that are set quarterly can seem to
fall out of pace with the frequency of change
within the company (especially for smaller
startups that have to pivot).
• Individual and team objectives do not exist in

a vacuum. They are tied to the overall business
goals. If a competitor shows up or investment
falls through, managers may have to change
the rules.
• Pivot the objective if necessary and create

new key results that correspond with the time
remaining for the quarter. Take everything into
account when debriefing.

Management wants to set lofty
objectives for everyone in the
organization, while remaining
nimble enough to add or modify
them as needed. Set sights higher
than what one might think
is possible, and be pleasantly
surprised with the outcomes.
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VII. Tracking progress (OKRs as a
data repository)
Would you believe that goal monitoring is just as
important to achievement as goal setting?
Research shows that the ability to see the distance
from the goal is crucial, so monitoring goal
progress is necessary for goal setting to work.
Progress monitoring makes it incredibly easy to
see the distance between the current and desired
result for individual, departmental, and company
Objectives. Every time an employee and manager
check- in, employees should be prompted to
monitor the progress of their Objectives, which
can be shared publicly with the entire organization
if that fits in with your overall strategy.
Consider that OKRs create disciplined thinking
so that people prioritize their major goals.
They let everyone in the organization know
what is important and enable more accurate
communication because everyone can see
everyone else’s priorities. They help establish a
metrics-driven culture, and they help focus effort
and ensure alignment.

cultures of unhealthy internal competition.
Alan Colquitt, author of Next Generation
Performance Management, recommends that
companies focus on enabling achievement
and performance instead of measuring and
evaluating it. Goal transparency and a focus on
progress are two key research-backed tactics
that increase motivation and the likelihood of
goal achievement.
We recommend using software that includes a
metrics dashboard to provide managers and top
leadership with immediate data to see who is
falling behind or at risk of failing to complete an
objective. Going a layer deeper provides analysis
on goals among and across teams so that
conflicts do not arise.
As we mention above, marrying the quantitative
with the qualitative is infinitely more powerful.
So along with the data, every manager should ask
employees these questions:
• What are your objectives this quarter?

Interpreting the data

• What are our company-wide goals?
• Do you see any conflicts between your goals

To increase performance and motivation,
managers should focus on goal progress over
results. Although this may sound counterintuitive
to the results-driven manager, the research is
clear: progress monitoring will greatly increase
motivation and a focus on results only can lead to
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and those of anyone else on the team?
• What do you see as the blocks to achieving

your objectives?
• What did you learn based on your performance

of last quarter’s objectives?

15FIVE.COM

The final piece of the puzzle is providing feedback to
teams throughout the organization. Asking if people
understand their priorities creates alignment and
asking clarifying questions maintains it.
If there’s an answer that proposes an idea or
roadblock, asking that person follow up questions
like “What do you think is the best way for us to
implement this?”, “What resources and support do
you need to make this happen?”, or even “Tell me
more”. This lets people know that managers care and
desire further articulation of an idea.
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Supporting employees to do their best work
can be challenging for early-stage startups
and established business with years of success
under their belts. OKRs allow management to
lead each team to establish objectives that
are in-line with company goals. They can give
individuals the space to do their best work, and
provide them with regular team feedback to
always work as a cohesive unit on moving the
company forward.
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